A comparative proteomic analysis of Salmonella typhimurium under the regulation of the RstA/RstB and PhoP/PhoQ systems.
In pathogenic bacteria, the two-component regulatory systems (TCSs) play important roles in signal transduction and regulation of their pathogenesis. Here, we used quantitative proteomic methods to comparatively analyze functional networks under the control of the RstA/RstB system versus the PhoP/PhoQ system in Salmonella typhimurium. By comparing the proteomic profile from a wild-type strain to that from a ΔrstB strain or a ΔphoPQ strain under a condition known to activate these TCSs, we found that the levels of 159 proteins representing 6.92% of the 2297 proteins identified from the ΔrstB strain and 341 proteins representing 14.9% of the 2288 proteins identified from the ΔphoPQ strain were significantly changed, respectively. Bioinformatics analysis revealed that the RstA/RstB system and the PhoP/PhoQ system coordinated with regard to the regulation of specific proteins as well as metabolic processes. Our observations suggested that the regulatory networks controlled by the PhoP/PhoQ system were much more extensive than those by the RstA/RstB system, whereas the RstA/RstB system specifically regulated expression of the constituents participating in pyrimidine metabolism and iron acquisition. Additional results also suggested that the RstA/RstB system was required for regulation of Salmonella motility and invasion.